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signal intensity as a function of time delay between
the preparation and detection laser pulses.
38. The angular distribution is found by systematically
translating the probe laser beam parallel to the surface at a distance of ⬃2 cm.
39. The average kinetic energy during the collision is
⬃2000 m/s, due to the strongly attractive anionic
potential.
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Dynamically Controlled Protein
Tunneling Paths in
Photosynthetic Reaction Centers
Ilya A. Balabin and José N. Onuchic*
Marcus theory has explained how thermal nuclear motions modulate the energy
gap between donor and acceptor sites in protein electron transfer reactions.
Thermal motions, however, may also modulate electron tunneling between
these reactions. Here we identify a new mechanism of nuclear dynamics amplification that plays a central role when interference among the dominant
tunneling pathway tubes is destructive. In these cases, tunneling takes place in
protein conformations far from equilibrium that minimize destructive interference. As an example, we demonstrate how this dynamical amplification
mechanism affects certain reaction rates in the photosynthetic reaction center
and therefore may be critical for biological function.
Electron transfer (ET) reactions play a key role
in living systems, particularly in bioenergetic
pathways. Most of these reactions in biological
systems involve large separations (5 to 20 Å)
and therefore have a very weak tunneling coupling between the donor (D) and the acceptor
(A) sites. This coupling is called the electronic
matrix element (TDA ). In this weak coupling
regime, the ET rates are the product of the
square of TDA, as expected from perturbation
theory and the probability of the donor and
acceptor forming a resonant activated complex
(Marcus theory) (1–5). About a decade ago,
Beratan and Onuchic developed the Pathways
method to estimate these TDA’s and to understand the tunneling mechanism in proteins. The
Pathways method assumes that tunneling occurs via a dominant pathway tube (a family of
similar pathways, and that the decay through
this tube can be quantified as a product of
contributions from covalent bonds, hydrogen bonds, and through-space jumps (6, 7 ).
This approach has been widely used by the
experimental community (2, 3, 8). However, the Pathways method has two major
limitations: It does not include the possibility of interference among multiple paths,
and the paths are determined with the “frozen” (crystallographic) protein structure,
without accounting for protein motions.
In this report, we go beyond the Pathways
method. Our results show that for ET reactions
Department of Physics, University of California at San
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dominated by a single pathway tube (or a few
tubes that interfere constructively), corrections
due to protein dynamics are minor. The situation reverses when the assumption of a single
pathway tube breaks down, and ET involves
multiple tubes with destructive interference.
TDA’s are now sensitive to conformational details and nuclear dynamics. Calculations with a
single frozen conformation provide an incorrect answer: Tunneling is controlled by farfrom-equilibrium protein conformations,
where one or few tubes dominate, thereby
minimizing destructive interference.
To demonstrate this concept, the dynamical
effects on TDA in a bacterial photosynthetic
reaction center (BPRC) are explored. The
BPRC is a large transmembrane protein-cofactor complex that mediates electron and proton
transfer reactions that convert light into chemical energy (9 –16). We investigate the ET reactions from the pheophytin (Bph ) to the primary quinone (QA ) and from the latter to the
secondary quinone (QB), with a focus on the
effects of local nuclear dynamics. Although
dynamical effects on TDA have been observed
in previous calculations (17–19), no consistent
theoretical approach has been developed yet.
We provide a quantitative description of this
new mechanism of dynamic control, which we
name dynamical amplification. We also discuss
another dynamical control mechanism, conformational gating, which was recently suggested
from a high-resolution x-ray analysis of BPRC
(9). That analysis revealed that the transition
from the dark structure (QB in its neutral form)
to the light structure (negatively charged QB)
consists mostly of flipping and moving of the
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QB ring in its binding pocket (10). We show
that both dynamical amplification and conformational gating are critical in providing efficient electron transfer between the quinones.
For both the dark and the light BPRC
structure, TDA calculations were performed
with the Green’s function technique (to quantify the electron tunneling propagation
through the protein) with a standard extended
Huckel electronic Hamiltonian in a bonding
and antibonding orbital basis (5, 20, 21). The
calculations included Bph, QA, QB, the iron
ion, and the relevant protein environment
(TrpL100, MetM 256, TrpM 252, MetM 218,
HisM 219, HisL190, HisL230, GluM 234, and
HisM 266; the superscript indicates the BPRC
chain and the amino acid position in that
chain). To compute the average square effec2
典, the Green’s functions
tive coupling 具T DA
were evaluated for several conformations
(“snapshots”), which were obtained by using
molecular dynamics (MD). In addition, TDA
was computed for the crystallographic and
the “average” conformations (nuclear coordinates averaged over the MD runs).
The MD simulations were performed for
both the dark and the light structures with the
consistent valence force field (22) for the BPRC
fragment and for all amino acids within 8 Å
from it. In this initial analysis, we are mainly
interested in demonstrating how competition
among different tubes leads to dynamical amplification, and we therefore limited dynamics
to small nuclear motions by imposing a set of
restraints (23). All backbone atoms were fixed,
and all other heavy atoms were pulled to their
positions in the crystallographic structure by
harmonic restraining forces. By choosing the
restraining force constant, we controlled the
root mean square deviation (rmsd) of these
heavy atoms. The rmsd between the crystallographic and the average conformations was
about 0.35 Å, and the rmsd between any snapshot and the average conformation was about
0.25 Å. The structures were first equilibrated
for 3 ps, followed by a 15-ps MD run with a
0.5-fs time step. A snapshot conformation was
saved every 50 ps, leading to a set of 301
snapshots for each MD run.
To quantitatively describe the degree to
which nuclear dynamics affect the effective
coupling, we introduced the coherence pa2
2
典. Given that 具T DA
典
rameter C ⫽ 具TDA典2/具T DA
2
2
典, where 具␦T DA
典 is the
⫽ 具TDA典2 ⫹ 具␦T DA
mean square deviation, C falls in the range
between zero and one. In the limit where the
dynamic variations of the Green’s function
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are small, C approaches 1, whereas when the
dynamical changes are large in comparison
with the average values, C is close to zero.
To identify the structural groups most relevant for mediating the dominant pathway tubes,
the tunneling coupling was calculated for the
(0)
) and a number of modBPRC fragment (T DA
ifications in which one amino acid was re(i )
for the ith amino acid removed).
moved (T DA
The relevance of the ith amino acid was quantitatively described by the ratio (24, 25)
(i )
(0) 2
/T DA
兩 ). The importance of individual
(logⱍT DA
orbital interactions that mediate through-space
jumps was characterized in a similar way.
Between Bph and QA, the dominant pathway
tubes for the dark and the light BPRC structures
are similar. Most of the effective coupling
(about 80%) is mediated by tubes through the
TrpM 252 (26), and the interference regime is
primarily defined by the through-space jumps
from Bph to the tryptophan and from the latter to
QA. The first step is mediated by two throughspace interactions between the Bph and tryptophan  orbitals, which form two parallel tubes
of comparable strength and the same phase,
leading to constructive interference (Fig. 1). At
the second step, a strong interaction between
the  orbitals on the tryptophan and the QA
[similar to the p- bonds as in DNA ET (27)]
connects the two pathway tubes into a single
dominant one. A weaker alternative pathway
2
mediated by MetM 218 and
(about 20% of T DA
HisM 219 has a minor effect. The interference is
predominantly constructive, and TDA, and
therefore the reaction rate (kET), are weakly
sensitive to the protein environment, except for
TrpM 252.
Between QA and QB, the dominant pathway
tubes are similar for the dark and the light
BPRC structures, except around QB. In the dark
structure, QB is in the distal conformation,
which is farther from the iron ion by about 4.3
Å than in the light structure ( proximal conformation) (9). The transition from the dark to the
light conformation (flipping and moving of QB)
shortens the pathway by five covalent steps and
replaces a through-space jump by a hydrogen
bond, increasing kET by about three orders of
magnitude (Fig. 2). This conformational gating,
suggested in (10), is critical for efficient coupling. We, however, focus on an additional
mechanism that involves local nuclear dynamics rather than global motion of QB. We explore
how these dynamics affect the interference
among the dominant pathways.
For the transfer from QA to QB, the interference regime is defined by the multiple pathway tubes between the quinones, which go
through their neighbor histidines, and the coordination environment of the iron ion (Fig. 2).
The tubes are mediated between QA and
HisM 219 by a hydrogen bond and a few strong
through-space interactions, which have similar
strengths but different phases, leading to destructive interference. Between HisL190 and

QB, the tubes are mediated by similar interactions, which also contribute to the destructive interference. In addition, the metal bonds
with HisL230, GluM 234, and HisM 266 form a
complex network interconnecting the pathway tubes. Altogether, these features result in
a pronounced competition between constructive and destructive interference among the
multiple tubes, as indicated by the high sensitivity of the effective coupling to small structural changes.
These different interference regimes lead to
different control mechanisms for the two ET
reactions, as shown in Figs. 1 and 2, respectively. Because the contributions from the dominant pathway tubes between Bph and QA are in
phase, the effective coupling is almost insensitive to structural details and dynamical modulation of the dominant pathway strengths. As
shown in Fig. 1, the square of TDA (and therefore kET) for the crystallographic and average
2
典 are very similar for
conformations and 具T DA
both the dark and light structures, indicating the

the ET rate is weakly sensitive to the choice of
conformation. Consistently, the coherence parameter C is close to 1, indicating that the
dynamical effects are minor. Tunneling is controlled by the overall bridge structure and not
by structural details or nuclear dynamics.
In contrast, competition between destructive
and constructive interference dominates the ET
mechanism between QA and QB. TDA (and
therefore kET) are sensitive to the choice of
protein conformation, as observed by the substantial difference between the kET’s for the
crystallographic and the average conformations. This ET rate is also strongly modulated
by the nuclear dynamics, as indicated by C
close to zero (Fig. 2). This dynamical amplifi2
典 almost three orders of magcation makes 具T DA
2
for the crystallographic
nitude larger than T DA
conformation for both the light and dark structures (Fig. 2). Therefore, TDA calculations need
to include the “nonequilibrium” conformations;
calculations based on a single conformation
may be grossly misleading. This ET mecha-

Fig. 1. The dominant
pathway tubes and the
effective coupling between Bph and QA are
similar for the dark
[dashed lines in (B) and
(C)] and the light [solid
lines in (B) and (C)]
structures. (A) Diagram
that includes the donor
and acceptor sites and
the relevant tunneling
mediating residues. The
donor and the acceptor
are marked by solid
lines, the covalent part
of the pathway tubes is
shown in dashed lines,
and the through-space
interactions are indicated by dotted lines.
The two similar dominant tubes (mediated
by a through-space interaction) between the
Bph and the TrpM252
that connect into a
single tube between
TrpM252 and QA are
highlighted. The energy
range shown in (B) and
(C) represents the biologically relevant tunneling energies in the
middle of the main gap
between  and  – *
states. Typical tunneling energies are in the
middle of this range.
Etun represents the energy of the electron
that tunnels between the donor and the acceptor. (B) At the relevant energies, the coherence parameter
C ⫽ 具G̃典2/具G̃2典 is close to 1, indicating that dynamical effects on the coupling are minor. (C) The
square effective couplings (left vertical axis) and the maximum ET rate kET (right vertical axis) for
the crystallographic conformations (circles) and the average conformations (squares) and the
2
dynamically averaged square effective coupling (具TDA
典, triangles) are all similar for both the dark
and the light BPRC structures.
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nism can be illustrated by artificially removing
part of the destructive interference in the calculations by selectively pruning some interactions
between the iron and the histidines and between
the quinones and the histidines. An increase in
C is observed, but it is still too small to justify
one (or a few) dominant tube. Although this
pruning removes some destructive interference,
it also reduces constructive interference, making this analysis very qualitative. Finally, both
this dynamical amplification and conformational gating, moving QB from the dark to the light
position, are needed to account for the experimentally observed kET.
The results above made it possible to investigate the validity of the Pathways-like
models. To compare our results with Pathways calculations and experiments, we converted the TDA’s to the maximum rate using
an optimized (activationless) ET reaction
with a reorganization energy about 0.1 eV,
2
典 s⫺1
which provided kET ⬇ 5 ⫻ 1016 具T DA

(TDA is in electron volts) (5). At the Pathways
level, TDA is proportional to a product of all
decays in the dominant pathway tube (5, 6).
This approach is in agreement with previous
Pathways-level calculations (7, 28) and other
methods (29, 30), providing a maximum rate
of about 1013 s⫺1 at distances of about 3 Å.
Between Bph and QA, our calculations
provide a maximum rate kET of 1011 s⫺1,
which is similar to the experimental value of
1010 s⫺1 (10). kET computed with the conventional Pathways method is slightly slower, because the correct dominant tube is partially composed by p- bonds, similar to ET
in DNA (27). Still, the Pathways picture
holds. Between QA and QB, the situation is
reversed because several tubes constructively
and destructively interfere among them. For
the light structure, our calculations for the
crystallographic conformation provide a
maximum kET of about 103 s⫺1, which is
substantially smaller than observed in exper-
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kET (1/s)

TDA2 (eV)

Coherence

Fig. 2. (A) Diagram of
QB
the donor and accep(dark)
tor sites and the releM219
vant tunneling mediL190
ating residues. The
secondary quinone is
shown in both the distal and the proximal
positions, which corM266
QA
respond to the dark
Fe
L230
[dashed lines in (B)
and (C)] and the light
QB
A
[solid lines in (B) and
(light)
(C)] structures, reM234
spectively. The multiple pathway tubes
that mediate the cou1 B
pling between QA and
QB include throughspace interactions between the quinones
and the histidines (the
0
stronger ones are
108
C
drawn in green and
–10
10
blue to show the different signs of their
contributions to TDA)
and a complex network of interactions
around the iron (not
shown for clarity). Interactions to QB are
displayed only for the
light structure, except
10–2
10–20
for the strongest one
in the dark structure,
–10.5
–10.0
–9.5
–9.0
which is shown in
Etun (eV)
black. These large numbers of pathway tubes will be in phase or off phase with each other, leading to a competition
between destructive and constructive interference for the tunneling mechanism. The energy range
in (B) and (C) and the most typical tunneling energies are described in Fig. 1. (B) At the relevant
energies, the coherence parameter C is close to zero, indicating that the coupling is dynamically
controlled. (C) TDA (and therefore kET) is sensitive to the structural details; the couplings for the
crystallographic conformations (circles) and the average conformations (squares) are substantially
2
different. For both the light and the dark structures, the dynamical amplification makes 具TDA
典
(triangles) larger by about three orders of magnitude at the relevant energies. For the light
structure, the coupling is about three orders of magnitude larger than for the dark one (conformational gating).

iments. For the average structure, kET of
about 101 s⫺1 is even slower. Therefore, the
dynamical amplification is needed increase
kET to about 106 s⫺1, which still is slow
compared to the Pathways value of 1010 s⫺1,
because destructive interference cannot be
fully eliminated. Our computed rate is slightly faster than the experimental result of 104
s⫺1, which is expected because our calculation does not include corrections for conformational gating (10). In addition to these
corrections, direct comparison to experiments
should be done with caution because we have
not incorporated fully realistic dynamics.
This may increase dynamical amplification
even further, consistent with TDA predicted
by recent experiments (11).
How dynamics affect electron tunneling
in proteins has been a central question for the
biological electron transfer community.
When tunneling is dominated by a single or a
few pathway tubes, dynamical effects are
small and calculations performed with a “frozen” protein give reasonable results. Dynamical amplification, however, becomes important when TDA is mediated by multiple pathway tubes that are destructively interfering.
In this case, tunneling is dominated by protein configurations that are far from equilibrium, where the destructive interference is
substantially reduced. The competition between the occupation probability of these
configurations and their ability to reduce destructive interference determines the tunneling mechanism.
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Xenon as a Complex Ligand:
The Tetra Xenono Gold(II)
Cation in AuXe42ⴙ(Sb2F11ⴚ)2
Stefan Seidel and Konrad Seppelt*
The first metal-xenon compound with direct gold-xenon bonds is achieved by
reduction of AuF3 with elemental xenon. The square planar AuXe42⫹ cation is
established by a single-crystal structure determination, with a gold-xenon bond
length of approximately 274 picometers. The bonding between gold and xenon
is of the  donor type, resulting in a charge of approximately 0.4 per xenon
atom.
Since the creation of the first noble gas compound, XePtF6, in 1962 (1), xenon compounds with direct bonds to fluorine, oxygen,
nitrogen, carbon, xenon itself, and most recently, chlorine, have been established, with
the list for krypton-bonded elements being
much shorter. All these bonded atoms are
electronegative main-group elements. Noble
gas chemistry would be greatly enhanced if
xenon (or other noble gases) could be bonded
directly to metal atoms or ions.
There have been indications that metalxenon bonds can be formed. In noble gas
matrices, the complexes (CO)5Mo . . . Xe,
(CO)5W . . . Kr, (CO)5Mo . . . Kr, and
(CO)5Fe⫹ . . . Kr (2) have been detected. In
supercritical Xe and Kr solutions, short-lived
transients containing xenon or krypton metal
bonds have been observed many times (3).
The Au-Xe⫹ ion has also been detected by
mass spectroscopy, and has been calculated
with a best estimate for the bond distance of
257 pm and of 30 ⫾ 3 kcal mol⫺1 for the
bond energy (4). Even Ar-AuCl and Kr-AuCl
have been observed by microwave spectrometry (5). It is also possible that a similar
complex between platinum fluoride(s) and
xenon was an intermediate in the seminal
1962 preparation of the first xenon compound, which was formed using elemental
xenon and PtF6 (1). To this day, the exact
nature of the product of that reaction has not
been determined (6).
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The original goal of this study was the preparation of the elusive gold(I) fluoride, AuF, via
the reduction of AuF3 with a weakly coordinating agent. The reaction between AuF3 and AsF3
in HF/SbF5 solution afforded F3As-Au . . . F
. . . SbF5, the first derivative of AuF (7). We
then replaced AsF3 with xenon as a very mild
reducing and very weakly coordinating agent,
in order to reach AuF. The reaction, however,
stopped at the Au2⫹ state and resulted in a
completely unexpected complex, the cation
AuXe42⫹, of which dark red crystals can be
grown at ⫺78°C. Removal of gaseous xenon
under vacuum results in the crystallization of
Au(SbF6)2, one of the few true Au2⫹ salts that
are known (8). Addition of Xe to Au2⫹ in
HF/SbF5 gives a dark red solution at ⫺40C°.
Because the reaction between Au2⫹ and Xe is
reversible, a xenon pressure of about 10 bar
(1000 kPa) is necessary to stabilize AuXe42⫹ in
solution at room temperature.
A single-crystal structure determination
revealed the existence of AuXe42⫹(Sb2F11⫺)2 (9). The cation forms a regular
square, with Au-Xe bond lengths ranging
from 272.8(1) to 275.0(1) pm. Three weak
contacts between the cation and the anion
complete the coordination sphere around the
gold atom with Au . . . F distances of 267.1
and 315.3 pm (Fig. 1). Shortest contacts between xenon and fluorine atoms are all about
310 pm long. The structure of the anion
Sb2F11⫺ appears quite normal. The compound is stable to about ⫺40°C. Warming
above this temperature results in liquidification, loss of gaseous xenon, and a dramatic
color change from dark red to light orange.
The compound AuXe42⫹(Sb2F11⫺)2 has
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also been characterized by Raman spectroscopy. In addition to bonds that are typical of the
Sb2F11⫺ anion, a very strong band is observed
at 129 cm⫺1. This is assigned to the totally
symmetric stretching vibration of the AuXe42⫹,
on the basis of the prediction of this band at
⬃100 cm⫺1 by a number of ab initio and
density functional theory calculations (Table 1)
(10).
The calculations all predict Au-Xe bond
lengths a little longer than the experimental
value. The mean bond energy with respect to
Au2⫹ and 4 Xe is calculated to be approximately 200 kcal mol⫺1 (Table 1). This value
is reasonable considering the thermal behavior of the compound AuXe42⫹(Sb2F11⫺)2. In
the complex, xenon functions as a  donor
toward Au2⫹. This is reflected in the calculated charge distribution within the cation,
where the main part of the positive charge
resides on the xenon atoms. Gold is the most
electronegative transition element known, in
part due to the strong relativistic effect (11).
This may explain the large charge transfer.
In principle, the bonding between xenon and

Fig. 1. Crystal structure of the cation AuXe42⫹
in AuXe42⫹(Sb2F11⫺)2. Atoms are represented
by 50% probability ellipsoids. Shown is the
cation with the three closest contacts to the
anions. Distances (in pm): Au-Xe1, 273.30(6);
Au-Xe2, 274.98(5); Au-Xe3, 272.79(6); Au-Xe4,
274.56(5); Au . . . F12, 267.1(4); Au . . . F26,
295.0(4); Au . . . F25, 315.3(4).
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